CHECK LIST • 11 DAYS to SUCCESS
CURREY•KOSTIAL – One Easy Step per Day for Your Melaleuca Growth Plan
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FOUNDATION VIDEO &
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REVIEW C•K WEBSITE
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SHARING & SOCIAL
MEDIA OPTIONS
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START YOUR LIST
START NOTEBOOK
SETUP EASY FOLDERS

Get registered, make sure to complete your signature on the IMEA
agreement, and complete your account setup. This is the first essential
step to starting your action plan – then rest, that's all for today :-)
Review your product purchase options,and think about what you want to
purchase on your first order. You can choose anything you want, at 35+
points and, so you qualify for prefered customer status – it's important.
Make your first order, and completed within 48 hours of registering, so
you earn the biggest bucks and discounts initiated by your first order.
Set your backup order, so it's managed to your preferences and budget.
You can choose anything you want, for example, mostly household
staples, or you can get their backup order, an assortment of products.
Start a list of who you want to share Mela, but do not start sharing it yet.
Just keep adding names to your list, for when you're prepared and today,
put at least 20 people on your possibles list, for when you're ready..
Setup a MELA notebook for your desk, with some tab separators. You'll
want this for paper review of documents, as needed. Just get it started.
Setup your folders on your desktop (and phone) for easy documents,
images and videos. This will come in handy as needed later. Just start
with basics like: Start-Up, Registration, Images, Videos, Products, etc.
Have a call time pre-set with Paul to review the best options for sharing
Melaleuca with your people list, conversationally, and simple steps for
the most effective conversations. Remember what you liked best when
you were enrolled, and make a list to repeat the same words with others.
Watch the essential videos already shared, again, just so you remember
these basic details, and take notes to help remember. You'll want to be
familiar with the videos and, best order to share them based on steps.
Watch the FOUNDATIONS video, and make sure you complete it to the
end, so the Mela system registers you've completed the video. You win
points and bonuses for this!! You'll also want to wach the 'compensation'
video by Mark Atha, with very helpful details about how to make money.
Be familiar with the C•K website, so when you share it with others, you
know what's located where and, you can guide people efficiently. You
can use the C•K site or not and, you choose what's best for each person.

There are a variety of social media FB pages you can follow that are very
helpful and, please see our resources list. You choose what's best for you
and, not to overwhelm you with too much. We'll recommend as needed.
By now, you've already received your first Mela product shipment for
YOUR OWN FIRST BOX OF
your first order. It's very impressive and, you'll be pleased. It's best to
MELA PRODUCTS REC'D
received the order, and be pleased, so your confidence is even greater.
START SHARING MESSAGE Now that you're super-organized, and you've learned more, and your
notebook is ready, you're familiar with best sharing options to start
DAYS 12-30
sharing with your list. Choose 2 per day, 5 days per week to start.
START SHARING MESSAGE For days 31-60, increase your # per day to 3 or 4, five days a week, and
keep your team notified, using the email sequence we've also provided
DAYS 31-60
you and, having a working system for what's needed for your efficiency.
YOUR GOAL IS DIRECTOR BY 60 DAYS –OR 30 DAYS– FOR EXTRA PRIZES!
CHOOSE SOCIAL MEDIA
PAGES TO FOLLOW

